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Introduction
The increased use of the NAT-enabled ADSL-routers, home gateways and WiFi access points has led to the situation where same private addresses [1] are used in several different networks. At the same time, the need to reach home services also from foreign networks has gradually increased as network attached storage, personal video recorders etc. obtain IP connectivity. The solution for securing connectivity is usually Virtual Private Networking (VPN) software. However, the collision of the same private network addresses in home and foreign networks causes a routing problem (Figure 1 ), which can only be solved by adjusting the home network and VPN configuration each time the collision occurs. This is not practical when considering usability of the home networks and because of this other solutions to the problem must be considered.
Current IPv4 solutions and problems
One solution is to try to avoid the problem and try to select a private IPv4 network, which is unlikely to collide with existing deployments. The network blocks like 10.0.0.0/8 and 172.16.0.0/12 can then be selected because of the large address space of the first one and the somewhat rare use of the latter one. To make this selection transparent to home user, the home gateways and ADSL routers should try automatically to randomize and even reduce the home network address space by selecting networks, subnet masks and addresses, which are not likely to collide with each other. For example, instead of configuring 192.168.0.0/24 network as a home network, a network like 172.30.42.64/27 (29
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Our proposed solution (Figure 2 ) to avoid route conflicts and other problems with private IPv4 address space collisions is to utilise 6to4 [3] , an IPv6 transition mechanism, to obtain routable IPv6 network addresses first for home network and services [4] and then, to utilise the same IPv6 network for connectivity by bridging it over VPN connection to the mobile terminal. Because each IPv6 home network address space is now derived from unique, public IPv4 address, there will not be any IPv6 route conflicts to disrupt access to the home network and its services. Additional advantage of utilising the 6to4 IPv6 transition mechanism is that the IPv6 capable home services may now be accessed directly from both 6to4 and native IPv6 Internet reducing the need to use VPN solution in situations where IPv6 connectivity can be otherwise obtained. One of the additional advantages of utilising VPN connection, is also to obtain full IPv6 connectivity via home network even in the environments utilising double Network Address Translations (NAT) or particularly strict firewalls creating an overlay network for enhanced terminal-to-terminal or terminal-to-services connectivity.
Requirements
The main requirements of the proposed solution is that the home router has 6to4 functionality and all elements, i.e. the router, home services and terminal are IPv6 capable. That requirement is already being filled partially, since all of the major operating platforms like Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS X, Linux and Symbian already support IPv6 in their operating systems and some vendors, like Microsoft, are even actively pursuing to enhance automatic IPv6 connectivity over IPv4 with the help of tunneling protocols like Teredo [5] . Most of the home routers however still lack the possibility to use IPv6 at least with vendor supported firmware making the adoption of this technology harder for the average user. For home router VPN there also exists a requirement either to support routing the IPv6 over IPv4 VPN or to support bridging the home network segment over the IPv4 VPN. To reach the home router from foreign networks Dynamic DNS (DDNS) must also be used to publish the home router's public IPv4 address in the Internet Domain Name Service. For DNS based service discovery home service must also register its IPv6 address either to home router's DNS service or to a public DDNS in the Internet. Figure 3 presents the functionality of the proposed solution. First the home router requests and receives an IPv4 address, which is assumed to be a public one. The home router then configures 6to4 address and network (with 48 bit netmask) for itself based on the received public IPv4 address. The router advertisement daemon configuration is reloaded and the home router starts to advertise the created IPv6 network to home services. The IPv6 enabled home services use IPv6 auto-configuration to get IPv6 addresses for themselves and may register their hostname either to the dynamic name service in the home router or in the Internet. Dynamic DNS registration of the home services is however not required as also other service discovery technologies can be used to find the services.
From the user terminal perspective the proposed solution does not seem to function any differently than setting up an IPv4 VPN tunnel to the home network. The terminal first finds out the IPv4 address of the home router and then creates a VPN tunnel (in our solution OpenVPN) to home router, receives a private IPv4 address for itself, but at the same time receives also IPv6 address from the bridged home network via home router advertisements and IPv6 autoconfiguration. The difference is that even when the private IPv4 home network addresses conflict with the foreign network addresses, the terminal is still able to use IPv6 connectivity to reach the home services as the used IPv6 addresses are unique. An additional advantage is that in case the home services can be made securely available to public IPv6 Internet, not even the VPN is needed if terminal is able to gain IPv6 connectivity via 6to4, Teredo or native IPv6.
Home service discovery can be done via DNS or by utilising some other service discovery methods or protocols. By bridging the home network over IPv4 to the user terminal, the terminal is able to utilise service discovery protocols as it still would be in the same network as the services.
Implementation
The proof-of-concept implementation was inspired by a presentation in Terena Networking Conference 2005 [6] about integrating 6to4 functionality to a commercially available low cost WLAN router. By utilising an open source Linux implementation, OpenWRT [7] , on a Linksys WRT54G/WRT54GL platform it was possible to enhance the functionality of this common WLAN access point/router platform with the required additional features like the VPN and 6to4/IPv6 functionality. All of these additional features were available as packaged software for OpenWRT and could be installed with the command:
# ipkg install openvpn openvpn-easy-rsa ez-ipupdate ip ip6tables kmod-ip6tables kmod-ipip kmod-ipv6 radvd 
, IP-IP tunneling, IPv6 and IPv6 router advertisement daemon. OpenVPN was chosen as the VPN solution for the concept implementation as it could fill the requirement of bridging the home network over IPv4 VPN and was available for several terminal platforms. The use of IPSec tunneling was also considered, but the reasons for its rejection are documented in the Disadvantages chapter.
The remaining part of the implementation required only the configuration of the home router and the VPN software in the terminals. The DHCP client's script for user definable actions (Example 1) was where the major changes were made. The script enabled us to automatically reconfigure 6to4 tunnels and home IPv6 network even if the public IPv4 address of the home router changed.
The IPv6 router advertisement daemon (radvd) already supported configuring 6to4 addresses so the changes to its configuration (Example 2) were mainly concentrated in increasing the frequency of the router advertisements.
Home router firewall was also configured to let through all IPv6 traffic and the OpenVPN connection, which required the following changes to the firewall configuration (Example 3).
In addition also dynamic DNS client (ez-ipupdate) was configured to register the home router's public IPv4 address to dynamic DNS service and OpenVPN was configured to use TCP port 443 for bridging the home network over VPN connection. TCP port 443 was chosen as it was considered one of the ports, which were unlikely to be filtered in the networks between the terminal and home router. The DNS and OpenVPN configuration however did not require any IPv6 related changes so the example configurations are already documented at the OpenWRT/OpenVPN WWW site. 
Advantages
The proposed solution has several advantages in addition to solving the route conflict problem. One of the already mentioned is the enhanced IPv6 connectivity, which in addition to reaching home services, can be used to reach and contact the terminal even if it is located behind network address translations or firewalls. This kind of connectivity can then be then utilised to build overlay networks without operator support and used to enable applications and services to communicate with each other over IPv6 without the need for NAT traversal features in them or additional application level gateway modules in the routers doing the network address translation.
The 6to4 technology utilised in the solution also gives a home user access to a significantly larger routable address space for home services and devices once again without the need to buy special services from the Internet Service Provider offering the IPv4 connectivity. The utilisation of the VPN technologies make it also easier to secure the access to home network services as well as provides means to bridge home networks to terminal or even connect home networks directly to each other. By utilising bridged VPN many of the services which could not be used over routable connections can now be made available for terminals wherever they may roam.
Disadvantages
One of the obvious disadvantages for this solution are the capabilities of home router platforms. While open source projects provide alternative firmwares with sufficient set of features for several different routers, a regular home user cannot be expected to be able to utilise them without support from vendor or some service provider. One solution to this problem is to get the technology adopted by either device vendors or service providers offering customised home routers. This challenge is discussed in more detail in Challenges and future work chapter.
Using IPv6 is still not yet very straightforward, even with the open source solutions. As it was discussed earlier, the regular IPv6 support in terminals is already mostly there, but is not often tested very thoroughly or integrated to all of the applications provided by terminal or operating system vendor. For example the reason why bridged OpenVPN was chosen as a part of the concept implementation, is that most of the IPSec implementations could not route IPv6 over them and could not bridge the home network over IPSec either. OpenVPN supported bridging home network and IPv6 over it even if it still cannot do IPv6 routing.
Utilising Domain Name Service for home service discovery can also been seen as a disadvantage as it requires Dynamic DNS registrations, client software and of course working IPv6-capable Dynamic DNS service either in the home router or in the Internet. Also in the case name service queries are done over IPv4, a route conflict between home and foreign network may disrupt the service even if the IPv6 connectivity is still working. This disadvantage can be avoided by utilising other service discovery methods or doing the name queries over IPv6, but it still exists and is definitely one of the challenges to be solved in future work.
Challenges and future work
The adoption of this solution and technologies will depend on how useful vendors or service providers see to include it to their products. Regular vendors and service providers probably want to wait until there is a greater customer need. On the other hand customers do not know about the possibilities before they are shown to them in practice. The best approach to this challenge is to find a cooperating vendor, or even better, a service provider willing to develop the concept further and to integrate it to the devices and services they are already offering. This kind of service provider may be one of the community network builders like Fon [9] or Wippies [10] who are already utilising open source platforms and are trying to find ways and ideas to offer better service to their users over third party provided IPv4 connectivity.
In the product sense, the technical issues, which need further work or adjustments are the service discovery (via DNS or other means), IPv6 firewalling and IPv6 IPSec. Service discovery is important for finding the services reliably on any terminal platform. IPv6 firewalling is a security issue for securing the home network from threats from the IPv6 Internet. IPv6 IPSec is probably hardest one to solve as it requires support from terminal and VPN client vendors, but is one of the issues to be researched as many of the mobile platforms, including phones, already support at least IPv4 IPSec but not OpenVPN. Fortunately IPv6 IPSec is not a requirement which needs to be filled before the proposed solution can be deployed or used.
Conclusions
The technologies for enhancing home service connectivity are already available. In the proof-of-concept implementation we have shown that all these components can be integrated and utilised to build home routers for present and future home networks. The technical disadvantages and challenges are solvable with further work and the whole concept is ready to be turned into products and services. The real challenge is to get vendors, service providers and home users to adopt and use the technology and this cannot happen before some of these parties actually tries to utilise the solution and finds the advantages and opportunities it offers. As indicated in the Challenges and further work chapter, one of the issues for further work is to find and convince a vendor or service provider to integrate the proposed solution in their home router.
